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DIRECTOR 
 
August was a whirlwind of activities for many with family get-togethers, road trips, vacations, great rides and 
more.....like eloping.  
 

Shut the front door!  Eloping?!  Yep!  Under the cover of darkness on Thursday,  August 
19th, the "Vincester" and I snuck out of town traveling east 
through the night arriving at 0930 in Bosie, Idaho, at Ada County 
Courthouse picking up our marriage license!   
 

Heading off to the baker picking up our petite celebratory cake 
with a quick stop at Costco, who can't stop at Costco before you 
get married?!, for hors devours and bam! showing up at 
my parents home in the sleepy little town of Melba, ID by 
noon.  Dropped off the marriage license to my dad's 
neighbor who happens to be a retired, but legit, 
Baptist Preacher making for a long but successful day. 
 

Sunday, August 22nd, we put the cake out, put on 
something presentable, decorated our attire with some 

flowers I threw together, let the preacher and photographer in and touchdown...at 
2pm Vince escorted my "Ma" onto the deck and likewise my Dad "gave" me 
away...at 2:15pm Vince and I had said our "I do's".   
 

I had not planned on marrying again however when I met this wonderful person 3 
years ago I was immediately smitten and am sooo very happy to be by his side for the "long haul"! 
 

 We have our Annual Picnic, Sunday, September 12th, at the Van Zant Community Center.  There will be 
horseshoes, basketball and some door prizes!  Not to mention some good food!   
 

With our summer coming to a close and fall upon us I hope to see you there! 
 
Shiny Side Up! 
Donna Mae Sather-Mulcahy  
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ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 

I want to plan a NCHOG group ride to a future Harley-Davidson rally in 2022.  The Harley-
Davidson annual calendar of events and rallies always begins with Daytona Bike week in 
March.  While this would be a terrific event, it is held in Daytona, Florida.  That may be just a 
bit too far for most riders.  Plus, it will likely be wet weather in the Pacific Northwest at that 
time.  So, let’s look at some of the annual events that are a bit closer and during a time of 
year when the weather is nicer. 

 

The Enthusiast Magazine (now online) will publish a calendar of events for 2022, sometime 
during the winter.  Once we know the event schedule, we can select a rally and begin building 
a plan to attend.  So, start thinking about if you would like to join a group of NCHOG members 
for a journey that would lead us to a Harley-Davidson rally.  There will be more about the 
NCHOG group ride to a rally in future newsletters and meetings. 

 

In the meantime, I will begin planning the FBR for 2022.  I have heard it called the “First Big 
Ride” or the “Flatulent Buns Ride”.  We missed out on that ride during 2021. The FBR has 
been a long-time tradition of the chapter that we will resume next year.  The classic FBR 
begins on the Thursday before Memorial Day weekend (May 26, 2022) and runs through the 
Tuesday after the holiday (May 31, 2022).  So, mark your calendars now if you wish to join the 
group.  That date span implies 6 days of riding and 5 overnight stays.  I’ll try to keep the daily 
rides on a pace that will get us on the road by 8:30 and back to our hotel by 4:00 pm.  For 
2022 I’ll focus on a single location with rides out and back each day.  That single location will 
be a full day’s ride from Sedro-Woolley.  I’ll research different location options based on 
overnight accommodations, restaurant variety and potential rides around the area.  In order 
for the FBR to be a success members will need to commit to reserving rooms at the 
designated location plus the time away from home.  (Cont Page 5) 
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LOOKING FORWARD 
TO                                       

RIDING IN 2022... 
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(Cont from page 4)     

I’ll publish more info in our newsletter as it becomes available. 

Most of you may not know this, but I have 
been an IT Project Manager for 40+ years.  I 
love to plan stuff.  It’s what I do.  Beginning in 
January 2022 I’ll be joining the ranks of the 
retired.  Don’t tell my employer. I’ll let them 
know sometime in September of 2021. 

Let’s Ride! 

John Garrigues 
NCHOG Assistant Director, 
Photographer, Road Captain 

Fltrxs 

Look for us 
on Facebook! 

 
Stay in touch with group 
activities, latest update 
and member comments. 

Submit pictures and enjoy others.  It’s easy to 
log on to Facebook and it’s easy to stay up to 
date with chapter postings!   
 

 

and while you are clicking 
around and surfing 

around….visit our website: 
 

www.northcascadeshog.com 

NCHOG MEETING 
 

First Sunday of every month at the American 
Legion Hall in Sedro-Woolley.  Breakfast 

served from 8:30-10.   For $8 you can have a 
made to order breakfast cooked and served by 
the Ladies of the American Legion.  Meeting 

starts at 10:00, and typically lasts an hour. 
Kickstands up at 11:30 for The First Sunday 

Ride following the meeting. 
 
 

 

OFFICERS MEETING 
Officers Meetings are held once a month at 

5:30 pm the Tuesday before the First Sunday 
Meeting.  All members are welcome to attend 

upstairs at the Foothills Toyota Dealer 



 

 
 

SECRETARY 6 

A Humbling Realization………..by Jerry Keating. 
 

It’s been a busy summer for us here on Wagner Hill.  We’ve man-
aged to fill up almost every weekend (except for maybe 3) since the 
beginning of the year.  The year started with a 24-day road trip in 
the motor home and then work took over again.  In our “free time” 
we’ve had a number of out-of-town guests, took several long week-
end trips and hosted larger parties 3 or 4 times.  Doni and I both 
work full time and as such energy is in short supply when we get 
home each day.  The weekends, normally a time to recharge, have 
not provided enough “down time” because we’ve been so busy!  We 
had decided during last winter (largely due to 2020 being so 
“different” with Covid) that we were going to make the most of this 

summer and we have!  Our motto was “You can always sleep in your next life.” 
 

Early in September we will have guests again visiting from out of town.  My brother and his wife will 
be here for some relaxation, and we are taking them on an extended ride (for their 50th wedding anni-
versary).  The ride is planned for 6 days, and 1,300 miles and we will tour the Oregon coast down to 
the redwoods and then back over past Crater Lake and up the eastern Cascades.  This will take in 
some of our favorite roads and scenic areas but will hardly scratch the surface for beautiful sights and 
roads in Washington and Oregon. 
 

While perusing the latest issue of Rider magazine it occurred to me that I’m not the experienced mo-
torcycle rider I like to think I am.  My riding career really started in 2004 when I bought Stan’s old V-
Twin Shadow.  I’ve had never ridden dirt bikes.  I’ve never done adventure touring.  I didn’t grow up 
on a mini-bike or scooter.  I did ride as a young man but going out for a milk shake in my shorts and 
gym shoes in the summer on my Yamaha 350 really doesn’t qualify me for anything except maybe 
young and dumb.  No, reading about folks that have spent their entire lives on 2 wheels (as many of 
you have), riding everything under the sun all over the globe I am struck by how little experience I 
really have.  Reading those magazines each month usually has about the same effect on me.  That is to 
make me want to ride more.  I want to go on all those great looking roads in all those beautiful places.  
I want to try adventure riding as it seems that will open a whole new world of roads!  There is so 
much country to see and then there is the whole world!  Right now, work is getting in the way of our 
hobbies.  God willing that will change soon.  God willing both of us will be healthy and able to do the 
things we want to do, and riding is very high up on the list! 
 

I’ve already missed the opportunity to ride with many of our former members as they’ve moved on to 
other paths in life.  I look forward to riding more often with others in our chapter and with the folks 
we’ve met through Puget Sound HOG.  I’d like to ride more with my daughter and Doni’s son.  I hope 
that some day my son will climb on a motorcycle to see what it is that we find so magical.  And of 
course, I’d like to ride more with my best friend Stan.  God has a plan for us.  We both hope it’s to 
stay healthy and happy and be able to pursue our passions. 
I am very grateful to have met all the nice folks of NCHOG.  Each and every one of you.  Stay safe 
and God bless. 
Jerry (the good one) 
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NCHOG Treasurer Report September 2021  

“WE HAVE MONEY!!!” 
 

As of this date the chapter’s financial activity is looking very good. Since 
July and August were a light turnout. Many of us that are continuing to 
enjoy the great riding weather. The color version of the chapter 
newsletter, it is still getting good support from the membership. To date $ 

300.00 dollars has deposited to help offset the cost of printing the popular news source.  jerry and 
Doni are continuing to improve the newsletter with each new issue.  
                                                              And yes, we do have money. 
                                                                                 For the Commander, 
                                                                               Michael Gilbert/ NCHOG Treasurer 
  

Hey guys!!   

Its officially summer and that means bbq’s, beaches, bikinis and bike rides!  By far my personal 
favorite time of year! That being said I want to give a big shout out to Jerry and Doni for the 
amazing bbq they threw. It was so much fun!  The food was AMAZING and the turnout was 
awesome!  It means a lot that they went to so much effort to get us all together and to feed all 
of us is no small feat!  So, Thank you guys so much!  We really had a great time! So that brings 
me to my ultimate goal for the ladies…. I would really like to see a bigger turnout for LOH.  I 
know there are more ladies out there and I want to remind everyone that your man is welcome to 
join us!  I know there are more ladies who are chauffeured riders like myself and I don’t want 
you to think that your man has to sit outside and wait. That’s silly!  I also would love to hear any 
ideas that anybody might have as far as us getting together.  Anything…. like is there a day that 
would work better for us to meet?  Is there a place that would be more convenient?  Would you 
be interested in doing something as a group like say…fishing?  What about bowling?  I am new to 
LOH and without anybody to hand me down any sort of agenda or anything I am just trying to 
feel my way through it.  I want LOH to be something that ladies are interested in and want to 
do. I want us to get together and have a great time doing whatever it is we do! Now obviously 
that is going to require….ladies!!  I can’t do it by myself so help a sista out!  Please don’t make 
me beg or bribe you!!  (I will if I have to though!)  LOH meets the third Tuesday of every month 
at Bob’s Burger & Brew in Burlington. I really hope to see you there!      

 CHEERS!   Chrissy           

LADIES OF HARLEY 
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GoodBye……. 
 As I sit and write this we are preparing to say goodbye to our longtime dear friend, 
Jim Coate this weekend.  
 

 He was a member and director at Puget Sound HOG and a member of North Cascade 
HOG. He won our chapter mileage contest many years and went through many Custom 
Vehicle Operations. 
 

 He passed during the Covid lockdown, so some new  members missed the blessing of 
knowing him.  He was a valuable mentor to me for the 15 years I knew him. 
 

 I don’t get the chance enough to say how much each of you means to Pam and 
I.  Every opportunity I am able to spend time one on one with a chapter member I am 
left with the sense of how precious each of you are.  An example is a short phone call I 
had with Dwayne last night; it left me uplifted and at peace, he is truly a great man.  
 
You are loved and believed in. 
Chaplain Mark 



 

 

 

SAFETY WITHOUT 

 

 

September 2021 Safety Officers 
Report by Stan Bryant…… 

It’s not too late to think about September 
(It has a way of sneaking up on us doesn’t 
it?). 
School starts and buses will be out all over the place all the time!  Kids loading 
and exiting from buses can be a concern as these kids are anxious to get home 
and may not care about vehicular traffic before they run out to cross a 
road.  Obey the buses red lights and stop early with a good distance from the 
bus.  Then hesitate a couple of seconds before you go to make sure it’s clear of 
kids, dogs, parents, etc. 
I can’t think of anything more horrific than hitting a child with any kind of 
vehicle. 
September seems to be the unofficial start of fall and the weather changing 
(This past week the fall weather seems to have jumped the gun a bit wouldn’t 
you agree?) though I’m not at all through with summer yet!  The leaves and 
the branches will start to fall and farmers harvesting their crops may leave dirt 
and mud on the back roads so you might be encountering slow moving farm 
machinery AND whatever they deposit on the road!  It’s easy to want and 
expect the good, dry roads we’ve had all summer to last forever so some of 
these unsavory road conditions can come as a real surprise!  (Note I didn’t 
mention the fact that great summer riding weather also means dealing with 
road construction.) 
Remember, you can expect to be excused for small mistakes but there is NO 
excuse for being surprised! 
 

Y’all be careful and aware.  Be safe…………..ALWAYS! 
 

~Stan……….. 
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Summertime tourism post lockdowns,  
This month I think I will write about safety. More exact, Summertime tourism post lockdowns. As 
some members may know, I am a propane transport driver. One of my responsibilities is delivering 
to the San Juan Islands, Friday Harbor, Lopez and Orcas Islands. Summer tourism on all three islands 
is busier now then I have seen in the past years. And after most of the general public has been 
locked down, and now nearly fully released, a good percentage of these people have forgotten that 
their are vehicles on the roads, some of them very big and very heavy vehicles! 
Now to the safety part of this article... Back around 2001 I had returned to street bike riding again. 
Around that time cell phones, oops, sorry, mobile phones were getting more and more popular. I 
was on my bike sitting at a red light to make a left hand turn. The gentleman in front of me was also 
going to go left. I could see through his rear window that he was on a, "mobile phone," probably 
doing business, sealing a multi million dollar deal, or whatever! The light turned green for the cars 
next to us, but not for us! This guy apparently was in a hurry, turned and went head on into a car 
going the opposite direction. This stopped both vehicles Immediately!! I am pretty sure that both 
vehicles were totaled.  
Second part of this article was another cell phone surprise today in Friday Harbor. I was rolling along 
slowly going towards Friday Harbor, as I was going around a blind right hand curve in the road. 
Probably not much more than 25mph. (I know better than to go much faster around here, 
experience) As I was negotiating the curve I spotted a man walking well into the lane of traffic talking 
on, you guessed it, a cell phone. There was even a walking path next to the road. I will give him some 
credit, he was facing traffic... I immediately started to slow down, turned my emergency flashers on 
for the cars behind me and eased over into the other side of the road to safely go around him. The 
guy never budged, didn't appear to look at me, never broke his stride or moved to the path. I'm not 
sure he even saw me and my 103,500lbs of truck and trailer. After passing him and looking into one 
of my mirrors, he continued to walking down the roadway with his cell phone to his ear!  
This actually could be a safety cell phone article but being a professional driver I know it's much 
more. It's about distracted driving, and we probably all have distracted driving stories.  
The public now having been released from their bondage, has forgotten to pay attention to what's 
around them, and that's where I am going with this. We as riders need to be vigilant as we ride, 
make ourselves visible to others, eye contact, loud pipes save lives, etc. Cars and trucks are a whole 
lot bigger and heavier than we are, and it would possibly hurt, a lot, if they were to become 
distracted and run into us. Statistics on distracted driving or even walking are awful, and it's usually 
the smaller of the vehicles/people involved that get hurt 
the most.  
So be careful out there, we don't want to be part of the 
Statistics!! 
     ~Dwane, 
             Head Road Captain, NCHOG 
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HISTORIAN 

 

Michael Lichten is a writer for Easy Rider Magazine and an avid Blogger.  He has attended Sturgis 40 years in a row as 
a reporter for ER and for the past few months has been blogging a series “Sturgis through the Decades.”   I have been 
fascinated at how Sturgis and the history of our Nation go hand in hand.  And by the symbiotic relationship of Sturgis 
and the Harley-Davidson Motor Company...each a reflection of each other.  I found the 80’s  particularly interesting.   
 

   “AS I SEE IT, the history of Sturgis is the history of our motorcycle subculture, and our subculture tells the bigger 
story of our country’s history. It shows in the fashions, the trends, the economic ups and downs as well as the politics. 

This may be more obvious in the 1980s than other decades, as it opened 
in the middle of the Iran Hostage Crisis, and the Oil Shock that had us 
in long lines at gas stations for the second time in less than 10-years. 
Just look at my photo “Faces, City Park. 1980,” to the left and you’ll 
see where we were at. Zooming in, you won’t see fashion logos, as 
plain T’s and work-shirts were standard issue. Can you imagine, Harley
-Davidson didn’t even start enforcing their trademark until 1981, which 
meant right up this point, shops like the iconic 2-Wheelers in Denver 
were free to sell all of the Harley logoed product they were making.  
Say, “1980s” to someone and it usually conjures a reaction if they lived 
through it. For some, it was their favorite decade, others would prefer to 
forget it (maybe it’s the big hair), and then for those that weren’t born, 

it’s just history. Regardless of your perspective, one has to acknowledge, it brought us sensations like MTV and music 
videos, Michael Jackson, Madonna, U2, Hip Hop and Punk. And of course, shoulder pads with and the oh so fluorescent 
clothing. It was also the last decade without the internet, and before cell phones started appearing in hands of the not 
super-rich. (It’s hard to imagine today… no email, no texts, and no calls without being tethered to a wall!) A simpler 
time shall we say? 

I find it significant that the Sony Walkman exploded in the 1980s—400 million were ultimately sold! The Walkman 
represented our collective desire for personal choice, albeit in this case, for music. You could record personal mixes of 
your favorite tunes, and so for the first time, you could walk down the street, or better yet, ride your bike down the 
highway, listening to what you wanted, when you wanted, and in the order you wanted. You could also see this with the 
popularity of VHS recordings, video rentals and cable TV—with 24/7 programming, and channels like HBO and 
Showtime. In a way, didn’t this also represent some sort of “freedom”?  Haven’t bikers always flown their Freedom Flag 
doing what they want, when they want, and without anyone bossing them around? Someone in City Park would say, 
“Grudge Race on 79!”, and the next thing we all scrambled out by Bear Butte to take over the entire highway.  

One thing I noticed in Sturgis before anywhere else, was how things were changing with women riders. Yes, there were 
women like Gloria Struck and her fellow Motor-Maids (photo right) that had been riding for decades, but for the most 
part, male bikers in the ’70s felt a woman’s place was on the back of a bike. It didn’t matter that there was a strong 
feminist movement going back to the 1960s, because… well may I 
suggest… bikers aren’t always “early adopters.” I distinctly remember 
making a call from a pay phone on Main Street to my Easyriders Magazine 
editor Frank Kaisler in the CA office.  Frank had sent me on assignment to 
Sturgis as the only one representing the magazine in 1982, and so I would 
report in daily. On this occasion, I explained how I was seeing more women 
riding down Main Street than I’d ever seen before—more than 10! And I 
proposed a separate article just on the phenomenon.  Frank liked the idea, 
but knowing the readers of ER may object, it was pushed to their second 
publication, Iron Horse Magazine.       Continued on next page... 

Back in February when I volunteered to be the Historian for 2021, I never dreamed that our Newsletter would be so packed full of 
stories and activities that it would be September before there was room to squeeze in an interesting history fact!  So speaking as your 
Newsletter Editor, thank you so much to everyone for all the input!!  And lets get to some historical facts! ~Doni Stull 
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(Continued from previous page…)   

The article was titled “Scooter Vamps” and ran just 3-pages.   What I consider the most significant aspect of Sturgis in 
the 1980s was its growth. Consider that they hit a record number of 40,000 visitors on the 40th anniversary rally in 1980. 
And then, for the 50th anniversary, just 10-years later, that number was multiplied 10-fold to 400,000!! Sturgis was on 
fire and reinventing itself along the way. 

The growth was staggering, and it was almost entirely organic. At the same time, don’t think it happened in a bubble, as 
there was such a clear link to what was going on at Harley-Davidson. The Motor Co. was also reinventing itself starting 
in 1981 when Vaughn Beals and 12 other members of top management (including Willie G Davidson) bought the 
company back from AMF. It is believed this leveraged buyout likely saved the company from where it was headed—
total liquidation. 

Two big things happened for the Motor Co. in 1983, including the passage of the protectionist motorcycle tariff on 
700cc+ imports, as well as the formation of HOG (Harley Owners Group). These were followed with the release of the 
Evolution motor in 1984. Overnight, the quality and performance of the bikes improved. This also led to a customer base 
that evolved, grew, and went to a level of brand loyalty that had never been seen before.  These developments make it 
seem like the stars were aligned for Harley-Davidson, but I’d like to also give some credit to Malcolm Forbes, the 
millionaire publishing tycoon. He was known for flying to exotic locations on his Boeing “Capitalist Tool” 727 with 
Harley-Davidsons in the hold. He’d take friends on amazing tours to places like Russia and China that were nearly 
impossible for the average person to get into. He was also very good at gifting new Harleys to kings, princes and even 
Liz Taylor (a purple 883 Sportster named Purple Passion to go with her newly released perfume of the same name). 

Forbes’ knack for promotion also brought him to the “Motorcycle Mecca,” as Sturgis was 
becoming known. It was 1987 when he launched his 200 ft. long x 80 ft. tall Harley-Davidson 
Softail hot air balloon and flew it right over Main Street—just because he could! The publicity he 
garnered of a Harley being the coolest thing out there, EVEN for people with money, was 
perfectly timed to bring in new riders from the monied professional class. 
 

Every year, the rally got bigger and bigger, more energized, and more fun. The Buffalo Chip 
added bigger names to their concert lineup as many promoters threw their hats into the ring. 
(Steppenwolf plays The Bikers Anthem 1987 photo below).   
 

The custom motorcycle industry came into its 
own throughout the 80s, just as the overall 
motorcycle business continued to grow.  

More and more vendors came to Sturgis and took over sidewalks, 
parking lots, empty pieces of land, and local shops—where the shop 
owners thought it more profitable to lease the space (and go on 
vacation), rather than to stay open. It was the beginning of 
entertainment being supplied (for a fee) over bikers just making their 
own fun. Commercialization had come to Sturgis.  And coinciding with this was a general tightening of the atmosphere.  
More police were appearing on the streets, and they weren’t as relaxed and willing to have fun with the bikers as they 
seemed to be earlier on.  

Maybe it was all because of the rocket trajectory the rally was on as it approached its 50th anniversary. No one could 
predict what was coming, but there was a strong electric buzz in the air.**  

 
**If you want to read more about the history of Sturgis you can catch Michael Lichten’s  blog on the Dennis Kirk 
website at denniskirk.com.  I am looking forward to his report on Sturgis 2021!  Thanks for reading!  Doni :) 



 

 

 THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS FOR HELPING TO SUPPORT NCHOG! 
DON’T FORGET TO SUPPORT THEM WHEN YOU NEED THEIR SERVICES! 

NOTARY SERVICES      
From Doni Stull 

 

AVAILABLE BEFORE AND AFTER EVERY NCHOG 
MEETING.  SPECIAL $6.00 FEE FOR HOG 

MEMBERS (regularly $8.00) 
 

donellstull@hotmail.com                               
425.478.3037 
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SEPTEMBER 2021 CALENDAR 
 

 

September 2nd — HOG TROUGH!  Dinner at Mondos Restaurant, 60102 State 
Route 20 Marblemount, WA   PLEASE NOTE:  With the days waning towards 
winter and the distance to Marblemount, this HOG Trough will start at 5:00 in 
order for folks to get home before dark. 
September 7th— Officers Meeting  5:30 pm upstairs at Foothills Toyota in 
Burlington. All members  are welcome! 
 
 
 
 
 

September 12th —   Picnic meeting at Van Zandt Community Center.  Starts at 
11:00 with games and fun.  See box above and page 3. 
September 18th — 3rd Saturday Ride.  Leaves from Holiday Market in 
Burlington. Start time and route TBD.  Watch our Facebook page for more details. 
September 21st — HOG TROUGH!  A second chance to get together for dinner 
and beverages!  Conway Tavern, 18611 Main St, Conway, WA at 5:30  
September 28th — Officers Meeting  5:30 pm upstairs at Foothills Toyota in 
Burlington. All members  are welcome! 
October 3rd — General Membership Meeting.  Sedro-Woolley American Legion 
Hall.  A fabulous breakfast is cooked and served to order by the Ladies of the 
American Legion from 8:30-10:00 for $8.00 and the meeting starts promptly at 
10:00.  Meetings generally last an hour.  All are encouraged to attend. 
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SEPTEMBER MEETING NOTICE!! 
DUE TO LABOR DAY, THE SEPTEMBER MEETING AND ANNUAL NCHOG 

PICNIC HAVE BEEN RE-SCHEDULED TO SUNDAY, SEPT 12TH!   
 

September's Membership meeting has a twist!  We will start with a ride 
from Sedro - Woolley ending with our Chapter picnic north on HWY 9 the Van 

Zandt Community Center.  See flyer page 11.   Make sure you mark your 
calendars for a fun day in the sun with friends, making new memories and 
reminiscing about old ones.  More details to follow on our Facebook page. 



 

 

Look what you missed! 

NCHOG August meeting minutes 
 

Donna opened the meeting at precisely 10:02AM.  She said there were 23 bikes parked outside. I forgot to 
get a head count, but my estimate is around 35-40 souls attended. 

Mark told of a friend that was T-boned and asked, "who is Christ?"  Marked quoted Romans 10:9" If you de-
clare with your mouth Jesus is Lord and believe in your heart that God raised Him from the dead you will be 
saved".  Mark ended with a prayer for our troops and leaders.  

Jerry Corona led us in the pledge of allegiance.  

Donna introduced Ty Miller and Tatum of Sound HD.  Presented Tatum (motor-clothes Chair) with a patch 
"Sponsoring Dealer" and a tin.   

Wayne talked about his 3-month trip. Before he left, he said he was going on a 4 month trip.  He went fast--
got the 4-month trip done in just 3 months!  Anyway, he visited most of the states west of the Mississippi 
River, he also saw Tennessee.  Logged 10925 miles.  Way to go Wayne!  He also told of some of his experi-
ences along the way.  Welcome back Wayne! 

Some folks got up and extolled their positive experience with Sound HD.  Good to hear these stories. Thank 
you, Ty. 

Winthrop ride is cancelled due to smoke and fires. 

The Christmas party will be at Sound HD date TBD. Although there was talk about it being held on our meet-
ing day i.e. 12-5-21.  But can be changed.   

Bob Tisdel got his Acting Chairman patch.   

Donna announced that she and Vince will elope.  date TBD. 

Ty Miller talked and thanked us for the invitation and was happy to see that our chapter stayed together and 
was glad to be our sponsoring dealership.  Sound HD is now open 7 days a week except for the service de-
partment which will be open 5 days a week, but plans are for 7 days a week as he only has 3 techs now.  He 
grew up in Twin Falls, ID and attended the Air Force Academy and spent 5 years in the Air Force.  Thanks for 
your service, Ty!   

Some problems with newsletters getting to some due to mail chimp problems. 

Sign up for the new T shirts was started--will collect for them at the picnic, sizes S-4XL.  Cost will be about 
$35 per shirt  

New members were Deanna and Steffanie 

Mike said we have about $7000 and after the first of the year that should jump to about $8000.   

Donna said we still have 111 members.  LOH will still be held same time same place.   

Brenda won the HOG number that she found in the newsletter.  $25 gift certificate. 

AMR will take you to the Van Zandt area.   

Bob gave the dates for the upcoming HOG troughs and asked for cooks for the picnic.   

Rick talked about the new T shirts and will take money for them at the picnic.  Checks must be made out to 
NCHOG. 

Stan gave a talk on the degrees of burns and some heat related diseases. 

Door prize went to Bob T.  He took the T shirt.  

Wayne won the 50/50  $75. 

Mark said cover a burn with a bandage and pour extract of vanilla over it.  Works wonders.  He closed in 
prayer for safe travels.   

Donna closed the meeting at 11:12 AM 

The end.  Submitted by the faux secretary, Stan 
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18 HOG TROUGH! 
Weird Name, Popular Event.   

Non-hosted  get-together at various area eating establishments...everyone is invited to 
please come and enjoy time with friends, good food, and generally lots of tall tales.  
Activities Director Bob Tisdel strives to choose diverse locations and cuisines, and it 

is always guaranteed to be a good time.  If you think you want to join us, an RSVP to Bob at 425-876-9636 or 
responding to the event page at NCHOG Facebook is much appreciated, but last minute guests are always 
welcomed, whether it be by motorcycle, car or helicopter! 

 

Monday, September 2nd:   We will be making our way up to Marblemount to eat at Mondos Restaurant.  A 
beautiful ride and great food.  If you want to ride as a group we will be staging a meet-up at Petro-America 
Gas in Sedro-Woolley, 1121 E Moore St at 4:00.  Please note that with our days waning towards winter this 
Hog Trough will be starting at 5:00 so that all folks can make it home before dark. 
Tuesday, September 21st:   Conway Tavern, 18611 Main St, Conway .  We had such a good time last time, 
lets do a re-do!  5:30! 

I get by with a little help from my friends…… 
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